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It is Shri Ramswaroop Memorial University which made me believe that my 
dreams could come true, my faculties were always positive about by results 
and encouraged me to become a better reader with a vision of eagle, so that I 
could observe everything which revolved around me with a better outlook. Till 
2nd semester I was just a common child with full of ambitions but things took a  
turn when I entered my 3rd semester and joined my University’s Cultural Team 
& Organizing Committee. I experienced a change in me, it was because of the 
responsibilities I took and the new environment I went into. 

These committees gave me the perspective that I could become a leader with a 
vision to make change in University and thus I nominated myself to become 
University Student Convener, my senate members gave me a chance and I 
became the Student Convener (2019-20) where I worked for the students and 
helped them in sorting their issues regarding Tests, Examination and other 
University Affairs. I was twice elected as the Event Student Convener. I was 
also awarded the Best Stage Management Student at the India International 
conference held at our University.  I believe if you want to make a change in 
your life you have to believe in yourself and then try and give your best to it. I 
will always be grateful to Shri Ramswaroop Memorial University for bringing 
out a better version of me.  

Thank you. 
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I feel so proud to share my experience at Shri Ramswaroop Memorial 
University, there’s so much to tell you about how my way of thinking changed 
here. It is my 3rd year as a student here, I am pursuing my graduation from 
Computer Application Department. The faculties made every lecture very useful 
and interesting which was an important factor as to why I chose this institute 
for my studies. I learnt so many things here, the most important being, I 
started believing that as an individual I too could make a difference in my 
University. I was the class representative of my class since past 3 years and 
have also served as the Deputy Convener for a year. 

Throughout all these years I realised the meaning of team work, time 
management, study should be first priority and to have a hope in heart and a 
right way to approach it will definitely work in the way to success. 

Thank you. 
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I am a 3rd year student of law in Shri Ramswaroop Memorial University, 
Lucknow and my dream is to become a part of Indian judiciary. I feel very 
proud to say that I am elected as secretary of University’s Students Senate 
2019-2020. I would like to thank my faculties and friends who encouraged me 
to be the part of student senate. Till 2nd year, I was like any other normal 
student with a passion to bring a positive change. Then in 3rd year, an 
opportunity knocked on the door, when I joined student senate which gave me 
a lot of confidence to achieve anything. I was hired as an intern by a top legal 
firm of Lucknow and also got chances to represent my university in different 
competitions. I was awarded as the Best Campus Ambassador and won 2ND 
prize in national essay writing competition and also recived 1st prizes in many 
other national cultural fests like nukkad natak and poster making. I will 
always be grateful to this university for making me belive in myself and my 
dreams. 

Thank you. 
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After completing my intermediate, I was thrilled to choose SRMU to pursue my 
Diploma degree in Electrical, apart from the academic merit, I’ve learned a lot 
more from this Institution as a person, as a student and indeed a leader as 
well. Given the opportunity to represent my University as being one of the office 
bearers was a honor for me to be cherished forever. My perception of this 
institution drastically changed when there was a shift in position from being 
university’s responsibility to be given the responsibility of the university. 

From my experience as being responsible for other students well-being, I came 
to know the importance of administration, cooperation, management and how 
much it’s important to make decisions maintaining the harmonious 
environment around. I am quite astonished how efficiently with the help of my 
faculties, friends and my colleagues I perfectly balanced my credits and merits. 
From my experience at this university I can surely tell other people that this 
institution helps you grow as a person and as a student towards your desired 
goal in the future, a perfect place for the mixture of dreamers and doers. 

 

THANK YOU. 


